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Pictured are some of the ISR Next Generation awardees

In our interconnected world, understanding human and societal behavior is critical to ensuring that scientific 
and technological advances translate to positive real world impact. The Institute for Social Research (ISR) is an 
interdisciplinary community of visionary leaders who have advanced the understanding of society and human behavior 
through research of extraordinary scope and breadth. Thank you for playing a role in this mission!

Supporting outstanding emerging scholars

$300k 31
Scholars

Through the ISR Next Generation Initiative, over $300,000 
in donor-funded research support was granted to 31 
outstanding emerging scholars in the social and behavioral 
sciences at the University of Michigan.

Training students for the future

4
Ph.D. candidates

18
Master’s students

After a record number of applications, the Michigan 
Program in Survey and Data Science (MPSDS) 
accepted 18 Master’s students and 4 Ph.D. Candidates.

Making research data more accessible

NSF is investing

$38,000,000
ISR will oversee a $38 million investment 
by the National Science Foundation to 
establish the Research Data Ecosystem 
with the goal of making data more 
accessible to researchers.

Impacting academics & research

ISR is comprised of

329
Research 

faculty
from 20+

Academic 
disciplines

Contributing to Michigan’s economy

$100 million
Institute for Research on Innovation 
and Science (IRIS) reported that 
in 2021, the University of Michigan 
contributed nearly $100 Million to the 
state’s economy.

Community of visionary leaders

Ranked #1
The University of Michigan was ranked 
the #1 top-funded institution in social 
science research in the U.S., according 
to the Fiscal Year 2020 Higher Education 
Research and Development (HERD) Survey.
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Collaborating with Scholars
ISR continues to host and collaborate with some of the most impressive scholars in the social sciences. Here are a 
few of the people at ISR who have achieved impactful milestones over the past year.

Joanne Hsu took the reins as director of the 
University of Michigan’s Surveys of Consumers

“I am honored to lead an endeavor that has 
been so critical to our understanding of the 
economy for over 75 years.”

Robert J. Franzese Jr was welcomed as the 
new ICPSR Summer Program director

“I’m excited to continue [the] outstanding 
stewardship and leadership, and that of 
previous directors.”

Vincent Hutchings was inducted into the 
National Academy of Sciences

“To be honest, I was completely surprised 
by the news. When I got over my shock and 
looked up some of the social scientists in the 
NAS I felt even more honored to be in the 
company of such impressive men and women.”

Shinobu Kitayama received the 2022 
American Psychological Association 
Distinguished Scientific Contribution Award

“I am very honored to receive this award. 
Our work has shown how culture may go 
deep into the mind and brain.”

Mosi Ifatunji was awarded the inaugural 
James S. Jackson Emerging Scholars award

“To receive an award named after [James 
Jackson]... this is probably the most 
important award that I’ve won.”

Arline Geronimous received the James S. 
Jackson Award and presented a lecture on 
DEI and health disparities

Democratizing Access, Increasing Accessibility and Research
ISR is leading the change to bring social media data to the research community and democratizing access to 
some of the most consequential information in contemporary society.

Despite the massive amount of information created by social media, researchers have been unable to reliably access 
the underlying data, undermining attempts to understand the impact of social media on society. Therefore, Meta and 
ISR have partnered to support the Social Media Archive (SOMAR), a revolutionary initiative and data resource that aims 
to democratize access to social media data, increasing accessibility and research like never before.

“From the emotional well-being of local youth to the outcomes of global political processes, the social media 
environment plays a critical but poorly understood role,” said ISR Director Kathleen Cagney. “At ISR and ICPSR, it is our 
imperative to shed light on these processes.”

Hosting Events
This year, ISR was able to host a variety of events, both in person and virtually, in an effort to maximize collaboration 
and accessibility. Some recent events include the Robert F. Schoeni Research Symposium, ISR’s reception at the 
Population Association of America (PAA), and the continuation of ISR’s Inclusive Research Matters and Insights 
Speaker Series online.

Schoeni Symposium (left and middle photos) and ISR’s reception at PAA (right photo)
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